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indignation) that he drove away in'; 'it was a concert (but not
curiosity*) that I was returning from'; 'it was a leech-tree (but
not unpleasant circumstances) that I found him under'. And,
generally, it will be found that a preposition is admissible in
the relative clause only when used in the literal or the most
obvious sense.
The conjunction clause is, as we have said, a verbal noun;
so far a noun that things can be predicated of it, and so far a
verb that the things predicated of it are verbal relations and
verbal circumstances, indirect object, agent, instrument, means,
manner, cause, attendant circumstances; anything but subject
and direct object. 'My giving was to you'; 'my offering was
provisionally'; 'my concealing it was because I was ashamed'.
The mistakes that constantly occur in careless writing result
from hesitation between the two forms where both are possible.
The confusion, however, ought not to arise; for always with a
relative clause, and never with a conjunction, the complement
of the main predicate (the answer to the suppressed question)
is a noun or the grammatical equivalent of a noun. 'A knife',
'Jones', 'you', 'my friend in Chicago', 'the man who lives next
door', are the answers that accompany the relative clause:
'with a knife', 'with difficulty5, 'to you', 'occasionally', 'because
I was ashamed', are those that accompany the conjunction.
Examples 15 and 16, though quite recognized types, are
really artificial perversions. In 15 the true question and answer
in the circumstances would be, not, as the sentence falsely
implies, 'When did the plague break out?' 'That too happened
in this same spring', but 'Were there any other notable events
in this spring?' 'Yes: the plague broke out'. Impressiveness
is given to the announcement by the fiction that the reader is
wondering when the plague broke out; in fact, he is merely
waiting for whatever may turn up in the history of this spring.
In 16 we go still further: the implied question 'What were
your feelings on receiving a (not the) note . . .?' could not
possibly be asked; the information that alone could prompt it
is only given in the 'that' clause.

